ORA AT WALDINGFIELD
GREAT ESTATE PRESERVATION DEVELOPMENT

J u n e 3 rd, 2 0 2 2

June 2, 2022
Carolyn Britt, Chair
Planning Board
Town of Ipswich
25 Green Street
Ipswich, MA 01938
Re:

Ora, Inc., 55 Waldingfield Road, Ipswich, MA; Project Summary

Dear Chair Britt and Members of the Planning Board:
We are pleased to provide you with the following summary document including a
record of the process, a list of project goals, a detailed project description, an explanation of
how the project meets the GEPD criteria, Special Permit criteria, and Site Plan criteria, our
Findings letter, and both graphic and written exhibits representing the project. As you know, we
are very proud of this project and believe that it has only improved as a result of this GEPD
Special Permit process.
We hope that this document helps in your deliberations and guides you to your
decision, and thank you for the time and energy you have dedicated to this project,
Sincerely,

John Harden, AIA LEED AP

OLSON LEWIS + ARCHITECTS
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MEETING SCHEDULE

DATE

MEETING

NOTES

May 15, 2021

Town Meeting

GEPD Revision Vote, In Favor 309 - 21

June 30, 2021

Preliminary Meeting

Overall introduction to project

August 5, 2021

Planning Board Meeting

No Quorum

August 10, 2021

Design Review Board

Review of Phase 1A and 1B

August 26, 2021

Planning Board Meeting

Great Estate Eligibility, Phase 1A and 1B

September 9, 2021

Planning Board Meeting

Land Area Summary, Building Area Summary, Building Use

September 21, 2021

Design Review Board

Approval of Phase 1A and 1B

September 23, 2021

Planning Board Meeting

Parking, Phase 2 and 3

September 27, 2021

Open Space Committee

Open Space

October 4, 2021

Historic Commission

Project Review

October 21, 2021

Planning Board Meeting

Open Space

November 10, 2021

Planning Board Meeting

Open Space

December 2, 2021

Planning Board Meeting

Open Space and Building Area

December 16, 2021

Planning Board Meeting

Open Space and Building Area

January 6, 2022

Planning Board Meeting

Building Area and Sustainability

January 12, 2022

Planning Board Meeting

Open Space, Phase 2 and 3, Sustainability, Traffic

January 27, 2022

Planning Board Meeting

Traffic

February 10, 2022

Planning Board Meeting

Traffic, Open Space, Sustainability

February 17, 2022

Planning Board Meeting

Determination Criteria

April 25, 2022

Design Review Board

Review of Phase 2 and 3

April 28, 2022

Planning Board Meeting

Engineering, Phase 2 and 3, Landscape

May 16, 2022

Design Review Board

Approval of Phase 2 and 3

May 19, 2022

Planning Board Meeting

Lighting and Landscape

June 9, 2022

Planning Board Meeting

Review of GEPD and Special Permit Findings
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E X I S T I N G C O N D I T I O N S P L A N + D E S C R I P T I O N O F 39.9 A C R E S
WITH 30,900 SQ FT OF BUILDINGS
a. Description of Existing Buildings
		
1. Mansion
		
2. Barn
3. Farmhouse
		
4. Pool house
5. Carriage house
		
6. School house

b. Description of Existing Landscaping
1. Formal Landscape
2. Pastures, Second Growth Forests, and Bordering Vegetated Wetland
3. Swimming Pool
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a | DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

1. MANSION
In 1929, the current structure that we know as Waldingfield was built, approximately in the
same location as the previous1889 structure. It has three floors above a full basement level
and a total of 13,970 GSF of area. The time period and the existing conditions of the for mal
gardens places the 1929 construction in a very interesting context. There are elements of the
design that relate to the Picturesque movement. Specifically, the relationship between the built
structure and the landscape is more infor mal, often involving ruins or follies in the design. The
1929 construction was designed around the existing site walls of the garden and the remain
foundations from the previous building.
Many other attributes of the current structure are of interest. While maintaining the main central
axis to the east, the home is asymmetrical with a large wing to the north. The carriage house
aligns with the souther n axis, but also relates to an infor mal continuation of the axis to the
north as it enters the woods and follows along the river. To the north, the landscape slopes in
an infor mal relationship to the river, bending to the right and away from the central axis of the
home. While the view of the river is respected and celebrated from the home, it is allowed to
exist in its natural setting.
The home itself is understated in its style. While there are some Neo-Classical elements such
as the pilasters on the elevations and the arched openings, the building is in quiet deference
to the landscape. It is more similar to the ruins of Hadrian’s Villa than the highly detailed
facades of the classical age. A single foundation wall remains as a memory and literal ruin on
the property as the natural grade slopes toward the river. Lastly, as further evidence of the
influence of the Picturesque movement and as a reference to the ruins of Pompeii, etches are
made in the stucco of the facade representing equestrian themes.
2. BARN
Likely the oldest remaining structure on the property, the bar n is an example of an early “bank
bar n”. This structure was built into the slope of the site creating a lower level for the livestock to
live. The existing retaining walls and evidence of a smaller, previous foundation can still be seen
today. The bar n was expanded over time resulting in a lower level that is smaller than the upper
two levels. The first floor is a post and beam structure with part of the floor on grade and part
of the floor on wood decking. It currently contains about ten stalls for the horses with at grade
access at both the front and rear of the bar n. The second floor is used as a hay loft and has an
unusual truss structure. The bar n totals 8,506 SF in area.
3. FARMHOUSE
In 1638 the original homestead for Samuel Appleton was constructed on the site. As with
most New England homes, it was likely expanded often over time and located close to the
roadway. Early photographs show the structure as a classic New England Georgian home.
It was constructed in wood, with clapboards and a large central chimney mass. While the
original location cannot be confir med, early maps of the area show the home adjacent to the
existing bar n, close to the current entry to the property. We believe that the current foundation
of the Far mhouse may in fact be the original foundation of the Appleton Homestead. Once
the structure was moved up the driveway to the site near the river, the current building was
constructed in a series of small additions. The current structure contains two residential units and
a lower level. The Far mhouse totals 4,615 GSF in area.
CONT’D over 
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a | DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS cont'd

4. POOL HOUSE
The date of construction of the Pool House is unknown, but it was likely constructed with the
pool as a storage shed. At a later time, an addition was built and the building was converted
to a small residence complete with a kitchen, bath and small bedroom on the second level. The
Pool house totals 756 GSF in area.
5. CARRIAGE HOUSE
The Carriage House was built as part of the 1929 construction of the Mansion. It is disconnected
from the home. A residential unit was built on the second floor. The Carriage house totals 2,134
GSF in area.
6. SCHOOL HOUSE
The School House is another structure original to the property. Early maps of the area locate the
building along Waldingfield Road where is served as a school house for the community. At some
point is was moved to its current location. The School House totals 919 GSF in area.

Graph i c Exh i b i t 1 |
Graph i c Exh i b i t 2 |
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b | DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING LANDSCAPING

1. FORMAL LANDSCAPE
Randolph Morgan Appleton and his wife, Helen K. Mixter, bought Samuel Appleton’s homestead
on Waldingfield Road in 1889
•	They moved the house away from the barn and road and added a large entrance wing
designed by Little & Browne (Arthur Little and Herbert W.C. Browne).
•	Elm Avenue: the house was and is approached through an allée of American Elms.
•	Formal Gardens: South of house, they added a terrace and balustrade, a sunken garden,
and a long rectangular tapis vert framing a distant view.
•	A Pollarded Linden Allée parallel and south of the house was added at a later unknown
date. Originally, the path was lined with Ash trees.
•	Specimen trees (including Beeches, Yellowwoods, American Lindens, and a Weeping
Spruce) were planted in a 500’ long and 200’ wide strip of land southeast and parallel to
the Lindens and the house.
The house bur ned down in 1915. In 1925, Charles Sumner Bird, Jr. and his wife, Julia Appleton
commissioned Browne to design a new house. The for mal landscape survived the fire and has
been assiduously maintained by all owners of the property.
2. PASTURES, SECOND GROWTH FORESTS, AND BORDERING VEGETATED WETLAND:
One of the great pleasures of Waldingfield is the undisturbed landscape.
• Horses graze in the pastures.
•	Equestrians ride through the woods. Unfortunately, the native trees in the forest are being
squeezed out by Bittersweet, Norway maples, and Buckthorn. Hemlocks are being killed by
wooly adelgid.
•	The bordering vegetated wetland leads to a swale that flows toward the Ipswich River. The
swale flows to a “cement” pond and a sluice. The swale is “framed” by lawn.
3. SWIMMING POOL:
The swimming pool and pool house are the only 20th century elements of the landscape. The
pool is landscaped with 20th century cultivars of shrubs.

Graph i c Exh i b i t 3 |
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ELIGIBILITY OF PROPERTY/PROJECT FOR GREAT ESTATE BYLAW
a. Land Area
b. H istoric Significance
c. Total Building Area
d. Great Estate Mansion Area
e. Open Space Restriction
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G R E AT E S TAT E B Y L AW E L I G I B I L I T Y

a: MORE THAN 60 ACRES OF PROPERTY; 68.87 ACRES - CERTIFIED BY HANCOCK
As a result of the Town Meeting vote of 309-21, in May 2021, the Great Estate Preservation
Development bylaw includes a property which had a land area of at least sixty (60) acres on
January 1, 1948. In 1972 and 1982, two pieces of the Waldingfield Estate were given to Essex
County Greenbelt Association known today as the Julia Bird Reservation. Together, the current
39.9 acres of Waldingfield and the 9.72 and 19.27 acres respectively total 68.87 acres and for med
the Great Estate prior to January 1, 1948.
b: HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE
The history of the Waldingfield property is intimately connected to the history of the Appleton
family and Appleton Far m and the Town of Ipswich. As Thomas Franklin Waters wrote, “The great
Samuel Appleton Far m was granted on December 20, 1638, ‘containing four hundred and sixty
acres more or less meadow and upland as it lyeth bounded by the River commonly called the ]
Mile brook on the Northeast and by the great River on the Northwest on the West…to enjoy all
the sayd Landes to him his heirs and assigns forever.’ The property went through many changes
over the years, but we know that the sons of Samuel Appleton built a home on the Waldingfield
property in 1794 “beneath the great Elms”. That home remained a part of all future changes on
the property. In 1998 it was moved to the current location of the residence and incorporated as
part of a new structure. The building was lost to fire in 1916. However, the elaborate landscape
from that time remained including the foundation walls of the home. When a new home was built
in 1929, it reused part of the foundation as well as some other elements of the home that survived
the fire. These are still visible in the home today.
At the site of the 1794 homestead and entry to the property, the bar n still remains. There
is a more recently constructed home adjacent to the bar n. While the exact location of
the homestead and foundations are unknown, it is possible that the more recent structure
incorporated them. Lastly, a school house original to the property was relocated adjacent to the
current home but remains intact and an excellent example of its building type.
Because of the connection to the Appleton family and the role of the 1794 homestead
continuously through the history of the site, Waldingfield has been associated with those that
made a significant contribution to the broad patter ns of our history and satisfy criteria A. of the
National Register of Historic Places.
The project team met with the Ipswich Historic Commission and obtained a certificate of historic
and architectural significance of the estate residence (mansion), bar n, far mhouse, schoolhouse
and landscape features on 12/10/21.
c: MORE THAN 30,000 SF OF FLOOR AREA; 30,900 GSF – CERTIFIED BY OLSON LEWIS+ ARCHITECTS
As a result of the Town Meeting vote of 309-21, in May 2021, the Great Estate Preservation
Development bylaw includes a property which has 30,000 gross square feet of floor area,
including all floors within principal and accessory buildings. The total of all floors at Waldingfield
and as illustrated in the table below is 30,900 GSF.

Wri tten Exh i b i t 1
|
Wri tten Exh i b i t s 2 & 3 |
Wri tten Exh i b i t 4
|
Graphi c Exh i b i t 2
|

H a n c oc k P r op e r t y A r e a Le t t e r
I p sw i c h H i st or i c C o mmis s io n Le t t e r s
O L SO N L EWI S + A r c h it e c t s B u ildin g A r e a Le t t e r
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CONT’D over 

G R E AT E S TAT E B Y L AW E L I G I B I L I T Y c o n t ' d

d: 12,500 SQUARE FOOT MANSION; 13,970 GSF – CERTIFIED BY OLSON LEWIS+ ARCHITECTS
As a result of the Town Meeting vote of 309-21, in May 2021, the Great Estate Preservation
Development bylaw includes a property which has a Great Estate Mansion of at least 12,500
square feet constructed prior to January 1, 1948. The existing Mansion at Waldingfield is 13,970
GSF as noted in the table above.

EXI S T IN G B U IL DIN G

L E VE L 0

L EVEL 1

L EVEL 2

L EVEL 3

T OT AL ARE A

3,671

3,671

3,314

3,314

13,970

Carriage House

-

1,067

1,067

-

2,134

School House

-

919

-

-

919

Pool House

-

542

214

-

756

Far mhouse

1,830

2,785

-

-

4,615

Bar n

1 ,0 5 6

3,965

3,485

-

8 , 506

-

-

-

30,900

Mansion

Grand Total
1

1

-

T he

square footage of the floor area of the basement of the barn was reviewed as part of the Planning Board
process and reduced from 2,937 square feet to 1,056 square feet.

e: 40% OPEN SPACE CONSERVATION RESTRICTION (CR)
The Great Estate Preservation Development bylaw requires that a minimum of 40% of the
applicant’s land shall be restricted. The project proposes a new Conservation Restriction to be
placed on 16 acres (40%) of the existing 39.9 acres. This land will include a 100 foot area along
the East and West property lines, 250 feet along Waldingfield Road, the front east Paddock, and
the for mal gardens adjacent to the Mansion. One of the goals of the project is to create and
protect a looped trail system around the Property to be available for public access, including a
small public parking area off Waldingfield Road, which can be used for access to the greenbelt
trails at Julia Bird Reservation as well.
Additionally, the project will propose the restatement and amendment of the 1972 existing
Conservation Restriction granted by Julia Appleton Bird to Greenbelt | Essex County’s Land Trust
of 8.8 acres on the norther n portion of the Property adjacent to the Ipswich River to convert
the restricted open space to accessible open space. Prior to the execution of the Conservation
Restriction, an easement will be granted to the Essex County Trail Association (ECTA) to provide
for the operation and maintenance of the looped trail system around the entire Property as a
public use.
In response to residents’ concer n that Waldingfield Road presently is narrow for nonvehicular
traffic, the open space design also includes the creation of an interior walking lane and bridle
path on the property parallel to Waldingfield Road, for off-road access for pedestrians and
equestrians walking along 55 Waldingfield Road to give them an additional exclusive passage off
the roadway away from vehicles and cyclists.
Including all of the above, a total of 62.2% of the applicant’s 39.9 acres will be in Conservation
Restriction with public access which far exceeds the 40% required.

Graphi c Exh i b i t 2 |
Graphi c Exh i b i t 4 |
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF ORA DEVELOPMENT TO MEET BYLAW
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
a:	P reserve and rehabilitate the exterior features, character and structural integrity of the Great
Estate buildings, landscape, stonework, open space and gardens.
b: L ocate Phases 1A and 1B directly adjacent to the existing bar n and far mhouse to avoid visual
impacts and have a minimal impact on open space; screen parking near Phases 1A and 1B.
c: Locate Phases 2 and 3 near the mansion and 750-850 feet away from Waldingfield Road.
Screen buildings and parking.
d: Retain open space and add 40% per manent open space with access to the public to the
existing 22% of conserved open space (8.8 acres) that is present and create a per manently
protected loop trail.
e: Provide safe travel and access to and within the Property and to avoid physical impacts to
Waldingfield Road.
f: R etain and enhance the landscaping and buffering of the Project to retain the character of
the Property and environment, including:
•	Parking and buildings are located to protect vistas; screened
•	Allée of American Elms
•	Formal entry to the Property
•	Terrace and sunken garden
•	South lawn with hemlock hedges
•	Allée of Pollarded Lindens
•	Lower lawn of natural spring to be naturalized
•	Pool adjacent to Ipswich River
g: P rotect and enhance wildlife and plant habitat included with the pastures, second growth
forests, trails, bordering vegetated wetlands and River front Area.
h: Present plans to the public and revise plans to address neighbors, citizens, and Town
officials' comments.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

a. Ora; An insight into the organization
b. Design Intent
c. Phase 1A
d. Phase 1B
e. Phase 2
f. Phase 3
g. Stormwater and Erosion Control
h. Electric
i. Water
j. Septic
k. Parking
l. Landscaping
m. Lighting
n. Sustainability
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

a: ORA; AN INSIGHT INTO THE ORGANIZATION
Ora is the world's leading full-service ophthalmic research organization with offices in the
United States, United Kingdom, Australia, and Asia. The organization was founded more than
four decades ago by a Massachusetts-based ophthalmologist and educator focused on solving
eye diseases in innovative ways. Ora is a service company, where we offer our knowledge,
experience and data as opposed to manufacturing any products. We consult and provide
research to support our phar maceutical clients across all stages and aspects of ophthalmic drug
and device development. Most of Ora’s work is per for med in our patient-oriented clinics that are
located across the globe. Ora has proudly helped its clients ear n more than 55 product approvals
that are now available in markets to improve vision and eye health.
b: DESIGN INTENT
Following the purpose of the Great Estate Preservation Development bylaw, the design of the
project strives to preserve the existing character of the buildings and landscape and comply with
the Town of Ipswich character guidelines.This will be achieved through a careful renovation of
the existing buildings and the design of the new buildings that respect the history of the property.
The intent is to make use of the areas that are previously developed in order to limit the overall
impact on the undisturbed land and to maximize the open space and vistas. As an alter nate to a
subdivision, we intend that this project will preserve and improve Waldingfield for the foreseeable
future with minimal impact on municipal services, and offer public access for recreation and
enjoyment of the property. As described below, all of the proposed work takes into account the
views from Waldingfield Road and minimizes the impact to the neighbor hood.
c: PHASE 1A
Phase 1A will include the renovation and connection of the existing Mansion and Carriage House.
A small addition will provide required accessible access to the building by connecting it to the
Carriage House which is at grade. The addition will contain a new elevator with access to grade
and all four levels and a new stair as a second means of egress. The design of the addition will
preserve the front elevations of the buildings and be limited to the rear cor ner to connect to the
Carriage House. The existing spaces in the Mansion will largely be preserved. It is the intention
of the project to use the spaces as currently configured as work space or meeting rooms. The
building will be retrofitted with a sprinkler system and updated mechanical, electrical and
heating/cooling systems.
d: PHASE 1B
Phase 1B will include the renovation and expansion of the existing historic Bar n and the
renovation and expansion of the adjacent Far mhouse. It is the intent of this phase to make the
existing bar n into a safe and functional facility while adding more program and storage space
for the equestrian use. At the Far mhouse, the project proposes the reuse of the front part of the
structure, likely the oldest, and the construction of additional space at the rear for meeting rooms
and lodging for business guests to the property. The completed structure will be designed to
recall the original Samuel Appleton Homestead which once stood in this area. Using the typical
New England far m typology Big House-Little House-Back House-Bar n, the homestead will be
attached to a smaller connector and to a larger bar n element at the rear.
Graph i c Exh i b i t 5 |
Graph i c Exh i b i t 6 |
Graph i c Exh i b i t 7 |
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION cont'd

e: PHASE 2
Phase 2 will include a newly constructed building adjacent to the existing mansion 850 feet
away from Waldingfield Road. The space is anticipated to be approximately 15,000 - 20,000
square feet in size with three stories. Following consultation with the Design Review Board, the
mansion’s façade and stucco style will be carried over to Phases 2 and 3, if constructed. The
first floor and lower floor of the Collaboration and Innovation Center will be a health facility
for the employees with a multi-purpose room, treatment room, locker room and bathroom
facilities. The upper two floors will be meeting and collaboration space. A café will be on the
first floor for employees. When the Collaboration and Innovation Center is completed, the work
space in the mansion will be retur ned to residential use.
The Project design is proposed with the intent to minimize the impact on the existing
environment with the timing and siting of the additional space. The Project design, as noted
by the views of the proposed buildings presented to the Planning Board, has been careful to
preserve the vistas and to retain the equestrian paddocks.
f: PHASE 3
Phase 3 will be additional Collaboration space not to exceed 10,000 square feet, connected
to Phase 2. It will consist of 2 stories and be raised above the parking area.
g: STORMWATER AND EROSION CONTROL
O ra has developed a pre- and post-construction stor mwater management model and
Stor mwater Mitigation facilities to collect, treat and discharge stor mwater at rates less than
pre-construction conditions, to ensure infiltration and to reduce discharge off-site. The majority
of Waldingfield soils are sandy and porous leading to increased infiltration and recharge to
the groundwater. The stor mwater management facilities have been designed in confor mance
with the established Massachusetts Stor mwater Standards and in accordance with the Ipswich
Stor mwater Bylaw to ensure that post-development runoff does not exceed pre-development
runoff rates. The project utilizes a pea-stone sur face for all drives and parking areas, greatly
reducing impacts that would be caused by paved sur faces and promoting infiltration of
stor mwater. In addition the design relies upon natural stor mwater recharge areas that currently
exist. The stor mwater system relies upon a collection system, a rain gardens and infiltration
systems for treatment and discharge to for recharge to groundwater.
T he stor mwater management and erosion control systems are private systems that will be
privately maintained in accordance with the O&M Plan provided to the Board. There will be no
direct stor mwater discharge to any critical areas or wetland resource areas.

The stor mwater

model and calculations separate the three (3) phases. The stor mwater management systems
have been reviewed by the Town’s peer reviewer and the punch list items will be resolved prior
to approval.
In addition, Ora will implement dust control and stabilization measures during construction, including
sweeping and the use of water trucks, as required, in accordance with the stormwater approval.

Graph i c
Graph i c
Graph i c
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h: ELECTRIC
A s noted above, the Property will remove fossil fuel powered energy and be reliant upon
electrification with a commitment to reduce carbon emissions.
A new three (3) phase electrical service will be installed at the site from the Municipal
Electric Department. The electric connection will be over head along Waldingfield Road and
underground on-site.
T he lighting program has been presented and includes two (2) primary compliance features.
First, Ora’s buildings will be dark sky compliant as included in the Site Plan application and plans.
Second, the lighting plan has been adjusted to ensure that lighting levels do not extend or spray
beyond lot boundaries, other than at the site driveway. The DRB has endorsed the landscaping
and lighting programs, excluding the “moonlighting” which was proposed to light the elm allée
with lights in the canopy. Ora agrees with the DRB that the moonlighting program requires
additional simulation during the winter when the canopy is not as full. Ora proposes that a
condition be attached that requires DRB approval for lighting changes.
i: WATER
O ra’s original intent was to provide a new well for domestic water use and to use municipal
water for fire protection, as required by the Bylaw due to the 13%-16% loss of water in the
local distribution system. At the request of the Planning Board and the Ipswich River Watershed
Association, Ora has responded to the local request to use municipal water for domestic purposes.
Phase 1A will result in a reduction of water use and demands with the conversion of the mansion
use from residential to office use. Future phases will comply with the Town of Ipswich’s Water Use
Mitigation Program(WUMP). All phases will employ water-use saving measures such as low flow
fixtures, drought tolerant landscape, rain water harvesting and no per manent irrigation will be
allowed. Together with the WUMP program these measures will result in water use that will be kept
to an absolute minimum and may achieve a “net-zero”.
j: SEPTIC
T he existing uses are served by septic systems and future uses will be served by new or upgraded
T itle 5 septic systems. The percolation tests witnessed by the Town confir med adequate soils and
percolation rates for the Project’s septic systems.
k: PARKING
The parking for the project was designed following the overall design principals employed in
the property design. Parking will be provided at each phase of the project to accommodate
the remote first working model as employees visit the property. The parking has been located
on previously disturbed land and avoids the open space, gardens and existing paddocks.
The parking for Phase 1A will be to the rear of the Carriage House and 750 feet away from
Waldingfield Road. The parking for Phase 1B will be limited to the left side of the existing drive
and tucked into the existing open space. All parking will be screened from the road by plantings.
Parking for the Bar n will be in the existing parking area and located as required for proper
functionality with the equestrian use. Lastly, five parking spaces will be provided for public use to
access the loop trail around the property.
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l: LANDSCAPING
Goals:
• To build on the good bonesand established growth of the existing landscape,
•	To accommodate 21st century needs in a manner sensitive to the community, the existing
landscape, and the environment in a sustainable manner, and
• To be responsible stewards of the land.
Arrival & View From Waldingfield Road:
The plan shows a layered approach.
•	The south arc of 12 parking spaces will be screened by an existing knoll of Norway Maples
and a tall hedge of Green Giant Arborvitae.
•	Currently, the far mhouse is screened by deciduous non-native shrubs and trees and the bar n
is screened from the road by Norway Maples. The plan shows a layered approach.
o The first layer of screening is pollarded Lindens, an echo of the Linden Allée.
o The second layer is an extension of the Elm Avenue.
o	The layer closest to the updated far mhouse is an arc of Bayberry, native Mountain
Andromeda, and Serviceberry.
• A culinary herb garden and orchard complete the landscape around the far mhouse.
• A rain garden is proposed east of the bar n.
Specimen Tree Zone, Mansion, Parking At Mansion, For mal Gardens, And Linden Allée:
•	To screen the building, three Tulip Trees and three Elizabeth Magnolias will be planted in the
specimen tree zone in a triangular fashion for optimal canopy coverage.
•	To screen the parking court, a Sourwood Tree, seven Bottlebrush Buckeye, thirty two
Rhododendron, and nine Witchhazel will be installed.
•	In the for mal garden, lawn, hedges, and trees will be maintained. Gardening will be limited
to the circular area.
• Trees in the Linden Allée will be pruned annually.
• Future plans call for a rain garden
m: LIGHTING
T he lighting for the project has been designed to be as minimal as possible, within the
expectations for safety. 12-13 foot pole lights with appropriately selected fixtures will be provided
at the parking areas. Building light will be provided at entries and exterior areas in keeping with
the equestrian and far m character of the project. At the Mansion, more sophisticated building
lights will be provided that are in keeping with the character of the buildings. All fixtures will be
LED, full cut off and night sky compliant.
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n: SUSTAINABILITY
Ora has presented an aggressive sustainability program that will be implemented and
commenced from the very beginning of the Project and which is built into the design, day to
day operation and into the maintenance of the Project site. The sustainability focus includes:
1. R etaining and restoring existing buildings rather than raze and reconstruct to reduce the
carbon footprint.
2. E nergy retrofit of the existing buildings to reduce carbon with high per for mance
windows, new cooling systems, electric appliances; air tightness improvement.
3. R enewable energy sources and adaption.
4. H igh efficiency water fixtures.
5. L EED building certification for energy and water efficiencies.
6. R educe the need for new materials.
7. 1 00% electric conversion.
8. S election of building materials with less carbon and chemical emissions.
9. R eplacement of invasive species with indigenous and local varieties.
10. T he reduction and conversion of lawn and tur f to pollinator meadows and plantings.
11. R ain gardens using only native plants.
The careful design of the Project and the incorporation of sustainability measures, including
renewal energy provisions; conversion of fossil fuel to electric based appliances, heating
and cooling; the protection of the majority of the existing trees; the protection of the for mal
gardens and the limited grading associated with stor mwater and septic designs all point to
reduced impacts on the natural and built environment.
Regarding the landscape, sustainability has been a priority throughout the design process.
•	M ost plant specifications are for native plants, but not all, as fruit trees like apples, pears,
and peaches are not native. 45 of 51 genera are native plants (see Habitat Value, 55
Waldingfield Road Planting Schedule).
•	A s a part of storm water management two rain gardens will be installed. Rain gardens
reduce surface runoff allowing water to percolate through the soil to the aquifer.
•	T he barn rain garden is a pollinator garden with native shrubs and perennials that are
nectar, larval, and/or seed/fruit sources for insects, butterflies, and birds.
•	T he phase two rain garden is a courtyard garden of native perennials most of which are
nectar and/or larval hosts for butterflies and hummingbirds.
•	2 6,650 S.F. of lawn north and south of the swale will be converted to three pollinator
meadows of native perennials.
o Meadows provide habitat for birds and insects.
o Meadows allow rain water to percolate through the soil rather than run off.
o Aesthetically, meadows will provide a natural transition to the upland woods.
o Meadows are mowed once a year not twenty times a year.
•	Invasive exotic plants in the resource area will be documented and a plan for removal
and restoration will be proposed to the Ipswich Conservation Commission.
•	Conditions in the second growth forests will be documented and a plan for removal and
restoration will be developed.
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SUMMARY COMPLIANCE WITH GREAT ESTATE BYLAW
SIX FOUNDATIONAL PRINCIPLES & PURPOSES FOR ELIGIBILITY + APPROVAL

a.	The Project encourages the preservation and appropriate development of the building
and lands of the large estate properties in the RRA District (For the purposes of this
subsection, a Great Estate is defined as an architecturally significant residence and
its formal landscape features and supporting structures, constructed prior to 1948 and
situated on a minimum of sixty (60) acres.)
b. 	T he Project recognizes and preserves the design integrity of landscape features, both
natural and built, which contribute to the character of a Great Estate.
c. O ra’s Project encourages the efficient use of such land in harmony with the natural
features of the RRA District.
d. 	O ra’s Project provides an alternative to the subdivision of an estate property for
residences.
e. O ra’s Project preserves open space for conservation or recreation use, and provide
appropriate public access to said open space.
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f. 	
O ra’s Project protects natural features which are important to the character of the town,
including the vistas of the main corridor roads.
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C O M P L I A N C E W I T H T H E G R E AT E S TAT E B Y L AW

a. T HE PROJECT ENCOURAGES THE PRESERVATION AND APPROPRIATE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
BUILDING AND LANDS OF THE LARGE ESTATE PROPERTIES IN THE RRA DISTRICT (FOR THE PURPOSES
OF THIS SUBSECTION, A GREAT ESTATE IS DEFINED AS AN ARCHITECTURALLY SIGNIFICANT
RESIDENCE AND ITS FORMAL LANDSCAPE FEATURES AND SUPPORTING STRUCTURES, CONSTRUCTED
PRIOR TO 1948 AND SITUATED ON A MINIMUM OF SIXTY (60) ACRES.).
	While not visible to most passersby, the multi-century old historic buildings are deteriorating
and in need of repair and restoration efforts. The Ipswich Historical Commission has voted three
(3) times that the five (5) existing buildings and landscape have historical and/or architectural
significance (excluding the pool house) Over a phased period, Ora plans to restore or repair
the five (5) buildings, including the mansion, bar n, far mhouse and school house at the east of
the Property. The Schoolhouse will be repaired and kept intact, but may be moved. The historic
mansion structure and façade will be retained, with exterior repairs and interior rehabilitation.
The cost of renovation of the mansion is projected at $425-$450 per square foot, in the range of
$4 million dollars. The Collaboration and Innovation Center is proposed adjacent to the existing
mansion and largely outside the view of Waldingfield Road users. In addition to preserving the
historic buildings, more than sixty percent (60%) of the 39.9 acres will be set aside as per manent
open space and substantial public access will be provided for walkers and riders where there
presently is none. Further, the Property will be a connecting property two of the most cherished
conservation land masses in Ipswich – Appleton Far ms and the Julia Bird Reservation.
	The design of the Ora project highlights the preservation of the historic buildings and landscape
features. Under the provisions of the Bylaw, Ora could request new additional space not to
exceed 8% of the existing Property, which would be 124,000 square feet. Ora has requested
only thirty-five percent (35%) of the space that the Bylaw allows and has proposed to use the
natural outdoor environment and landscape as key points of its Collaboration and Innovation
Center. Contrary to the written representations of an opponent to the Project, Ora is requesting
approximately 44,000 new square feet of space in addition to the existing 30,900 square feet of
space in the existing buildings. The area of additional space represents approximately 2.5% of
the 39.9 acres as contrasted to 62.2% of per manent open space. Ora has listened to Planning
Board and public feedback and proposed significantly less than what is per mitted by the Bylaw.
	Finally, the location of the buildings has been carefully selected to reflect the preservation of
and respect for the natural environment and vistas. Phase 1A keeps the integrity and historical
presence of the main house and carriage house while updating, upgrading, and retrofitting
the premises for Ora’s organizational usage. Phase 1B additions have been selected, after
discussion with the Planning Board, to be located adjacent to the existing bar n and far mhouse
buildings on the easter n side of the Property to take advantage of the existing uses and views.
The parking spaces for Phases 1A and 1B will be in the vicinity and will be heavily screened as
set forth in Laura Gibson’s detailed landscaping plans.
	Phases 2 and 3 are 850 feet away from Waldingfield Road with parking at least 750 feet
away. Ora presented views of the screened proposed buildings from two open area vectors
on Waldingfield Road during the winter time, with the absence of leaves as evidence of the
commitment to appropriate development that protects the views and privacy of the Property.
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b. 	THE PROJECT RECOGNIZES AND PRESERVES THE DESIGN INTEGRITY OF LANDSCAPE FEATURES,
BOTH NATURAL AND BUILT, WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO THE CHARACTER OF A GREAT ESTATE.
	55 Waldingfield Road is graced with open vistas, a picturesque allée of elm trees leading to
the mansion, a significant forest area to the rear, for mal gardens and access to the Ipswich
River. The Ora proposal preserves the above with carefully located buildings and a substantial
per manent Conservation Restriction that includes the wester n paddocks and its vista, the
for mal historic gardens, and creates a one-mile public access loop with a de minimus impact
to the landscape. The proposal includes the continued use of the east side of the property for
a horse paddock and equine use, creates a safe pedestrian and bridle path inside the stone
wall boundary along the property for Waldingfield Road walkers and horse riders, and includes
parking spaces for those who want to enjoy the trail as well as the Greenbelt Trail at the Julia
Bird Reservation that exists today. The Project will place buildings in areas that require little, if
any, grading, avoids the clear cutting of trees that would be associated with a subdivision and
will not result in cuts or fills of important landscape areas. The Laura Gibson landscape plan
enhances the existing beauty of the Property and enhances landscape and habitat functions.
c.	O RA’S PROJECT ENCOURAGES THE EFFICIENT USE OF SUCH LAND IN HARMONY WITH THE NATURAL
FEATURES OF THE RRA DISTRICT.
	Waldingfield Road is lengthy and marked by open space. Ora’s design retains almost all trees,
and avoids grading, except for minimal requirements for stor mwater purposes, retains the
open vistas viewed from Waldingfield Road, places an additional 16 acres under per manent
restriction and places the majority of the proposed new space to the rear of the Property
taking advantage of the contours and natural setting for the Collaboration and Innovation
Center, more than 850 feet away from Waldingfield Road. The proposal also enhances public
access to the Ipswich River. The work proposed on the easter n portion of the Property was
selected to be near the existing bar n and far mhouse to avoid building in the open wester n
vista. The per manent restriction of 62% of the Property’s open space is a testament to meeting
this Bylaw objective.
d. 	ORA’S PROJECT PROVIDES AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE SUBDIVISION OF AN ESTATE PROPERTY FOR
RESIDENCES.
	The current owner presented, reluctantly, a subdivision plan for consideration by prospective
buyers which would allow between 12–14 single-family houses on the Property with driveways,
garages, sheds and other structures in accordance with the zoning of the RRA District. The
difference of 12-14 lots is premised on whether the mansion would be retained or razed with
a subdivision proposal. Given the $4-$5-million-dollar renovation work for the mansion, it is
likely the mansion would be razed. In addition to losing all of the Property’s vistas, generating
increased domestic septage and increasing the demands on the municipal and school
resources, increased traffic of a different variety, lesser sustainability options, eliminating public
pedestrian access and equestrian use, losing the historic gardens, losing all of the existing
historic and architecturally significant buildings, and losing the link to the adjacent historic
Appleton Far ms and Julia Bird Reservation, a conventional 12-14 lot subdivision would result in
a far more dense, different landscape than Ora has proposed.
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e. 	O RA’S PROJECT PRESERVES OPEN SPACE FOR CONSERVATION OR RECREATION USE, AND PROVIDE
APPROPRIATE PUBLIC ACCESS TO SAID OPEN SPACE.
	As noted often, the preservation of 62% of the Property’s open space reflects Mr. Abelson and
Ora’s commitment to conserve this property, and is the most attractive feature for purchasing
the property. It is a signature characteristic of the Project together with retaining its flat
terrain and open scenic landscape of plantings, meadows and grassed lawns. The Ora design
purposefully secures these features in perpetuity by placing a new per manent Conservation
Restriction on more than 16 acres of the Property to join the existing 8.8 acres that was
placed under a private restriction by Julia Bird in the 1970’s. The proposed restriction area
attached as part of the considerable open space protected, includes a one-mile looped trail
within its boundaries that it will allow for public use and access. Presently, the 8.8 acres Bird
Conservation Restriction contains one or more trails that have been used by equestrians only
by per mission of the owner. That per mission was recently revoked by the current owner. There
is no right to public use of the present trails. This is why Ora has proposed that the trails will be
available for public use in perpetuity. To further enhance the public access, Ora has agreed
to create five (5) parking spaces near the entrance to the Property. Ora has also designed
a walking path on the inside of the stone wall along Waldingfield Road in response to the
concer n of persons that walk or ride on Waldingfield Road to allow pedestrians and horse riders
safe passage along the entire boundary of the 55 Waldingfield Road property in addition to the
trails on the Greenbelt land and the Julia Bird Reservation as well as on the Trustees’ property.
In addition to the trail on the Trustees’ Waldingfield Road boundary, these access points on the
trail loop conveniently line up with the “driveway” entrance to Appleton Far ms and provide
better access to more trails. While some enthusiasts prefer to walk or ride on Waldingfield Road,
the Property’s trails offer an easily accessible alter native.
f. 	O RA’S PROJECT PROTECTS NATURAL FEATURES WHICH ARE IMPORTANT TO THE CHARACTER OF THE
TOWN, INCLUDING THE VISTAS OF THE MAIN CORRIDOR ROADS.
	The existing physical features, including the Pollarded Linden allée, knoll and buildings on the
easter n portion of the Property separate the larger wester n vista (heading towards Mill Road)
from the smaller easter n vista which is adjacent to the Bird Reservation and the MBTA railroad
line heading toward Route 1A. The substantial wester n vista will be placed in a per manent
Conservation Restriction so that persons driving by and walking by the Property will have the
same open space view as they have today. The section behind the bar n to the north and
east will remain in its present use as a paddock for equestrian use. The bar n will be repaired,
restored, and renovated with an additional 5,000 square feet, comprising two stories at 2,500
square feet, each. The current ten (10) stalls will be consistent with the future equestrian
management and the conserved wester n and easter n paddock areas will have the primary
purpose of equestrian use.
	The building locations have been selected to avoid cuts, fills and tree clearing. In addition,
an invasive species management plan will dedicate itself to retaining the current canopy and
landscape features.
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SUMMARY OF COMPLIANCE WITH SPECIAL PERMIT CRITERIA
COMPLIANCE WITH THE SPECIAL PERMIT CRITERIA

a. Social, Economic Or Community Needs Served By The Proposal
b.	Potential Fiscal Impact, Including Impact On Town Services, Tax Base And Employment
c.	Traffic Flow and Safety, Including Parking, Loading
d. Adequacy Of Utilities And Public Services
e. Compatibility With Neighborhood Character
f. Impacts On The Natural And Built Environment
g.	Minimization of Water Demand in Accordance with the Board of Water Commissioners’
Water Use Mitigation Program Regulations
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COMPLIANCE WITH THE SPECIAL PERMIT CRITERIA

a. SOCIAL, ECONOMIC OR COMMUNITY NEEDS SERVED BY THE PROPOSAL
	The Project is proposed in the Residential District as contemplated by the Great Estate Bylaw
purpose and provides social, economic and community benefits in a variety of ways. The
preservation of the buildings, grounds and landscape will ensure that the paddocks, open vistas,
tree line and allée will be enjoyed by residents in the future and the Property will be enhanced
with preserved open space and added public access. Ipswich has been fortunate to have
stewards of this Property for a number of years able to preserve the open space and maintain
the Property and historic buildings. Keeping the Property at the level demanded by the stewards
is a challenging feat and the Property has been for sale for more than a decade as the owners
recognized that a transition must take place. Despite all efforts by the owners, the buildings
need an infusion of capital to maintain and restore their historic and architectural value. To
their continued credit, the stewards avoided a sale to a developer for a 12-14 lot conventional
subdivision. Ora’s purchase will provide the neighbor hood and the Town with the continued
overwhelming presence of open space, restored historic buildings, open paddock areas, open
vistas and protected gardens and landscape features. The Project Applicant, as described
throughout, has carefully designed the additional space so that safe public access takes place.
	In addition, Ora will support the community’s vision impair ment services provided by the Center
for Aging in Ipswich for the Low Vision Group, the local Ipswich Lions Club and its SPOT vision
screening program and the numerous Veteran’s organization with clinic participation to assist
the focus on protecting and addressing vision problems of Ipswich residents. Finally, in addition
to the tax revenues from the increased property value, Ora anticipates that the construction,
reconstruction and repair work as well as ongoing maintenance and facilities services on the
Property will result in economic opportunities for Ipswich residents. Ora will be a visible neighbor
and a solid addition to the community with its experience and special abilities.
b.	POTENTIAL FISCAL IMPACT, INCLUDING IMPACT ON TOWN SERVICES, TAX BASE AND EMPLOYMENT
	The fiscal impact of the Project will be positive on Ipswich from every cor ner. First, the Project
will enhance the value of the historic property with its rehabilitation and reconstruction of the
five (5) significant historic and architectural buildings while 62% of the Property will be subject to
per manent CR’s.
	Property tax values according to the Ipswich Assessor are calculated under three (3) measures:
comparable sales, income production or value. In this case, there are no comparable properties
with these mixed uses and the Collaboration and innovation Center will be for Ora employees
and not an income producing property such as a mall or conventional office building that leases
space. On this basis, property taxes will be based upon the increased value of the estate with
the development.
	According to public records the Property is presently assessed at $2.9 Million Dollars and
the owner pays approximately $39,000 in Ipswich property taxes. The sale and subsequent
recharacterizing the zoning of the Property under the Special Per mit will immediately increase
the value of the Property and the rehabilitation of buildings and construction of additional space
will increase property value to its tax base. Each year the property tax value of the Property will
increase based upon the work per for med. Third, the limited commercial use of the Property will
not require anything other than traditional police and fire services. The Project will not add the
school aged children of a residential subdivision or result in a demand for extraordinary water
or power needs. Fourth, the work will generate construction jobs and the Property will result
in a number of diverse jobs and service jobs. Fifth, Ora is seeking to for malize an agreement
with EBSCO for access to under-utilized parking spots downtown which will promote foot traffic
downtown and reduce vehicle trips on Waldingfield Road.
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c. TRAFFIC FLOW AND SAFETY, INCLUDING PARKING, LOADING
	The Project will not create new public safety issues. This Special Per mit provision addresses traffic
on the Property inter nally and exter nally. Given the 39.9-acre site and the nature of Ora’s clinical
business, inter nal traffic is not an issue. Ora has invested considerable time, energy, and inter nal
and exter nal review of the existing and proposed conditions of the Property and Waldingfield
Road to ensure that the Project presents safe passage. Ora agrees with the Board and the
residents that Waldingfield Road is a scenic roadway that should not be physically altered.
	According to the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) manual and methodology, a Project
with 140 employees can generate up to 500 vehicle trips on an average weekday (two-way
volume over the operational day of the Project).
	Ora engaged its traffic consultant, GPI, to conduct several traffic analyses beginning in 2021 with
the following findings:
1.	T he existing traffic is approximately 1,645 average daily trips (ADT) between Mill Road and
Route 1A.
2.	Ora employees will not travel every day to 55 Waldingfield Road. Collaboration is aimed at
employee presence 1 or 2 times a week which will also reduce ADT.
3.	T he existing Waldingfield roadway can accommodate existing or proposed traffic from the
Project without structural change. This was confir med by the Town’s peer reviewer (The
Engineering Corp [TEC]).
4.	T he existing physical configuration of Waldingfield Road with a narrow width, tur ns and hills
acts to reduce speed.
5.	T he posted speed is 25 mph.
6.	T here is adequate sight distance on Waldingfield Road at the proposed entrance and the
two (2) intersections will not be adversely affected.
7.	T he reduced square footage and the reduction to 90 parking spaces limits the ADT over the
original proposal.
8.	T here will be an increase in traffic use associated with Phases 1A and 1B, which will not
require changes to the roadway.
9.	T here may be an increase in traffic use associated with Phases 2 and 3 which will not
require changes to the roadway.
PHASES 1A AND 1B. As noted above and below, Phases 1A and 1B, includes the renovation and
rehabilitation of the interior of the mansion requiring minimal conversion for the Collaborative
and Innovation use. It also includes the expansion of the bar n and the guest house for Ora
employees and visitors. Phases 1A and 1B will include access by approximately 50 employees,
which is expected to generate 370 ADT based on ITE trip generation estimates and that
employees will work five (5) days a week at the Property. This ADT estimate is outdated and does
not reflect 2022 work schedules. (See below) More than fifty (50) parking spaces will be included
with these phases. Commencing with Phases 1A and 1B, Ora will utilize its shuttle van and park at
the current EBSCO site to reduce impacts.
PHASES 2 AND 3. Phases 2 and 3 have been added by Ora to respond to the Planning Board’s
and neighbor requests that Ora identify the additional phases contemplated by the Great
Estate Bylaw. Additionally, unlike other preceding GEPD Applicants, Ora does not currently own
the Property and wants to ensure that the future vision of their operations will be per missible as
presented for Phases 2 and 3. Phases 2 and 3 would increase Collaboration and Innovation work
space by an approximately 10,000 square feet net as it is anticipated that the mansion will be
retur ned to its residential use, if Phases 2 and 3 are constructed.
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Phases 2 and 3 contemplate 90 parking spaces as requested of the Planning Board and work
trips of 1 to 2 days per week of employees for an ADT of 504 based on ITE trip generation
estimates and again, is based on an outdated methodology which does not reflect 2022 work
schedules for Ora or other businesses.
TRAFFIC MITIGATION
	Ora has presented a plan to the Planning Board to reduce traffic volume and mitigate
potential impacts to reduce traffic on Waldingfield Road with the following:
	There are a number of factors that will decrease the traffic from Ora using Waldingfield Road
from the cited 500 ADT.
1.	T he 500 ADT is based upon a model that projects employee work habits and travel
five (5) days a week for Phases 1A, 1B, 2 and 3. This is not consistent with Ora’s current
employee work habits of remote working or the reduced number of parking spaces.
2.	T he Ora employees will continue to work primarily on a remote basis, coming in once
or twice per week for specific purposes. Ora is a visual impair ment clinical research
company and does not require employees in the office in cubicles on an 8 or 9-hour, five
(5) day per week basis. Their limited New England employees are acclimated to working
remotely and prefer that working environment or they are situated in clinics. The 500
ADT number associated with the employees and space is inflated because, as all traffic
engineers admit, including the Town’s peer reviewer, the trips associated with employees
and commercial space has not been adjusted in 2021 or 2022 to reflect the “new
nor mal” that people do not travel to work every day anymore to the same office space.
3.	O ra owns a shuttle van, and may purchase more if needed, and is finalizing an
agreement with EBSCO to utilize 20-30 off-site parking space downtown, when, and
if needed, which will reduce traffic to and from the Property. Ora will also promote
employees to use commuter rail when available and the shuttle. When Ora employees
and guests come to Ipswich, a number of them will be coming in groups with specific
time slots of on-site presence and will not need to come and go individually, making the
shuttle use simple and easy without multiple trips accommodating different individual
schedules. Further, a number of Ora’s employees and any other guests such as scientists,
doctors and clients will be visiting from outside of the state and coming by plane or
train and thereby will use the shuttle. Ora will continue its reservation system to regulate
the number of employees on-site and for all visitors to ensure that the facility is properly
provisioned for use, contact tracing, parking and the company’s utilization of space. If
an event requires additional parking, the shuttle and off-site parking will be provided.
4.	O ra will adopt an inter nal traffic monitoring plan to measure traffic entering and exiting
the Property for planning purposes to deter mine the amount of traffic from Ora as
opposed to the existing traffic and expected traffic increase by the Bruni Residential
Development and Biolabs expansion and its employees using Waldingfield Road as a cut
through.
5.	O ra has proposed a one-mile public looped trail around the Property for walking
and equestrian use as well as a walking path along the inside of the stone wall on
the 55 Waldingfield Road property to provide pedestrians and equestrians with the
alter native to walking on Waldingfield Road for recreation and public safety purposes.
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6.	O ra recognizes that the Zoning Bylaw sets the number of parking spaces and parking
according to square footage and use. The Bylaw requires 120 parking spaces for the
phases proposed which is more than necessary. Ora understands that this is an outdated
number calculated under full time, 5 day a week scheduling, that will not be required for
its employees use and in the past months, Ora has requested a waiver from the Planning
Board to reduce that number by twenty-five percent (25%) to 90 parking spaces. In addition
to the reduced spaces, it will have another benefit, as the area where the 30 spaces were
shown previously in front of the mansion, will now be part of Ora’s Conservation Restriction
area, removing the ability to put a parking area or other structure there in the future.
7.	B ased on the available parking spaces, the number of employees in the vicinity of Ipswich,
the remote working program, shuttle van and EBSCO parking, the additional traffic
generation, following Phases 2 and 3 in the future is likely to be in the range of 240-250 ADT.
T he interior traffic configuration, including parking and movement, has also been designed
to reflect the objective of protecting existing vistas and features.
 ra shares the description of Waldingfield Road offered by its many users, including
O
neighbors, Ipswich residents and residents of the North Shore. Ora has no intention of
changing the physical dimensions or features of Waldingfield Road. Ora’s commitment to
preserving open space and placing buildings more than 750 feet away from Waldingfield
Road reflects its intent to retain the pastoral setting with little visual disturbance. Ora is also
committed as a neighbor to participate in discussions with the Town and its neighbors to
ensure that Waldingfield Road is a safe roadway for nonvehicular and vehicular traffic.
d. ADEQUACY OF UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES
1. Stormwater and Erosion Control
O ra has developed a pre- and post-construction stor mwater management model and
Stor mwater Mitigation facilities to collect, treat and discharge stor mwater at rates less
than pre-construction conditions, to ensure infiltration and to reduce discharge off-site.
The majority of Waldingfield soils are sandy and porous leading to increased infiltration
and recharge to the groundwater. The stor mwater management facilities have been
designed in confor mance with the established Massachusetts Stor mwater Standards and
in accordance with the Ipswich Stor mwater Bylaw to ensure that post-development runoff
does not exceed pre-development runoff rates. The project utilizes a pea-stone sur face
for all drives and parking areas, greatly reducing impacts that would be caused by paved
sur faces and promoting infiltration of stor mwater. In addition, the design relies upon
natural stor mwater recharge areas that currently exist. The stor mwater system relies upon a
collection system, a rain gardens and infiltration systems for treatment and discharge to for
recharge to groundwater.
T he stor mwater management and erosion control systems are private systems that will
be privately maintained in accordance with the O&M Plan provided to the Board. There
will be no direct stor mwater discharge to any critical areas or wetland resource areas.
The stor mwater model and calculations separate the three (3) phases. The stor mwater
management systems have been reviewed by the Town’s peer reviewer and the punch list
items will be resolved prior to approval.
In addition, Ora will implement dust control and stabilization measures during construction,
including sweeping and the use of water trucks, as required, in accordance with the
stor mwater approval.
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2.	O ra’s Design Will Be Without Parallel in Its Commitment to Sustainability and Conservation
Measures, including Ora’s commitment to conversion to electricity.
T he Ora Project design incorporates the following substantial sustainability features
encouraged by the GEPD Bylaw:
•	R euse of the existing historic buildings through restoration and repair rather than the
disruption of razing and constructing all new buildings on the Property.
•	Treatment and infiltration of stormwater on-site rather than piping and discharging
stormwater off-site.
•	C areful management of the existing landscapes and gardens to promote
naturalized areas and to address invasive species, including the absence of
irrigation except during the initial planting phase.
•	The elimination of fossil fuels with reduced carbon generation; the reliance upon
electrification; the introduction of modern thermostat control systems for reduced
energy usage, and sustainable waste management including composting toward
net zero carbon use.
•	U se of rain barrels to capture, collect and use rainwater for future use including
watering.
•	E quipping buildings to be solar-ready to promote renewable energy sources on-site.
•	C ommitment to LEED Management Practices during site work, construction and
future building uses.
•	C ommitment to the adherence to the Stretch Code and use of low flow interior
appliances and toilets for water conservation.
•	The commitment to water conservation principles, noted below.
•	C onversion of lawn to pollinator meadows.
3. Electric
A s noted above, the Property will remove fossil fuel powered energy and be reliant upon
electrification with a commitment to reduce carbon emissions.
 new three (3) phase electrical service will be installed at the site from the Ipswich Light
A
Department. The electric connection will be over head from Route 1A along Waldingfield
Road and underground on-site. There is sufficient electric capacity for the Project
according to ILD.
T he lighting program has been presented and includes two (2) primary compliance
features. First, Ora’s buildings will be dark sky compliant as included in the Site Plan
application and plans. Second, the lighting plan has been adjusted to ensure that lighting
levels do not extend or spray beyond lot boundaries, other than at the site driveway.
The DRB has endorsed the landscaping and lighting programs unanimously, excluding
the “moonlighting” which was proposed to light the elm allée via lights in the canopy.
Ora agrees with the DRB that the moonlighting program requires additional simulation
during the winter when the canopy is not as full. Ora proposes that a specific condition
be attached that requires DRB approval before the moonlighting program can be
implemented by Ora.
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4. Water
O ra’s original intent was to provide a new well for domestic water use and to use
municipal water for fire protection, as required by the Bylaw due to the 13%-16% loss of
water in the local distribution system. At the request of the Planning Board and the Ipswich
River Watershed Association, Ora has responded to the local request to use municipal water
for domestic purposes. Phase 1A will result in a reduction of water use and demands with
the conversion of the mansion use from residential to office use. Ora has discussed its water
demands and conservation measures with the Director of the Sewer and Water Departments
and with the Ipswich River Watershed Association. See section (9) below for the listing of
water conservation and mitigation steps. Future phases will comply with the Town of Ipswich
Water Use Mitigation Program (“WUMP”). All phases will employ water use saving measures
such as low flow fixtures, drought tolerant landscape, no permanent irrigation and rain
water harvesting. Together with the WUMP program, these measures will result in water use
that will be kept to a minimum toward the goal of net zero consumption.
5. Septic
T he existing uses are served by septic systems and future uses will be served by new or
upgraded T itle 5 septic systems. The percolation tests witnessed by the Town confir med
adequate soils and percolation rates for the Project’s septic systems.
e. COMPATIBILITY WITH NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER
First, the hallmark of the Ora design is in the commitment to retaining the historically significant
and architecturally significant buildings, open space and landscapes of 55 Waldingfield Road.
The Ora design meets the intent of the Great Estates Preservation District to avoid a residential
subdivision that would 1) destroy the existing buildings; 2) mar the landscape expansion with
12-14 houses, driveways, garages and utilities; 3) result in substantial tree cutting of the existing
forest and the probable loss of the elm and linden allées, hundred-year-old specimen trees,
and the historic gardens and the mansion; and 4) reduce the access to trails, and Julia Bird
Reservation.
Second, as described at length on pages 4, 5 and 6, the neighbor hood character will be
preserved with 62% of the existing property in two (2) per manent conservation restrictions of
16 acres and 8.8 acres, respectively. The proposed open space (Exhibit 3) includes the existing
Julia Bird 8.8-acre private conservation restriction to the northwest of the Property. The CR
was placed on the Property in 1972 but does not allow public access. Ora has agreed, as a
condition of the Special Per mit, to enhance this CR by restating and amending the CR and
making it available for public access.
The 16-acre proposed new open space and CR includes:
1.	A rea associated with the per manently protected public access trail looped for equestrians
and walkers along the entire perimeter of the Property.
2.	T he wester n paddock area which will per manently protect the pasture in its open
condition and the view from Waldingfield Road. The pasture provides an additional benefit
with the linkage to Waldingfield Road.
3.	1 00-foot-wide areas along the perimeter of abutting properties for per manent restriction.
4.	P rotection of two (2) 100—foot wide areas around the perimeter of the Property to include
the gardens.
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5.	P er manent conservation restriction, including the protection of historic gardens.
6.	O ra will grant an easement to Essex County Trails Association, Inc. to manage the multiple
use Looped public trail prior to the execution of the Conservation Restriction.
Third, the location and size of the additional buildings and parking areas have been designed
to protect the views from Waldingfield Road. Phases 1A and 1B are limited to the renovation of
the existing mansion and renovations with additions to the bar n and far m house, selecting the
existing buildings and existing views rather than locating the additions as standalone buildings in
open space. The design of Phases 2 and 3 has focused on preserving the existing primary views
from Waldingfield Road and Ora provided a visual rendering from winter time demonstrating that
the buildings proposed for Phases 2 and 3 are 850 feet away from Waldingfield Road and the
parking is 750 feet away. The buildings are barely noticeable from Waldingfield Road. Following
discussions with the DRB and the Planning Board, Ora is proposing to reduce the parking along
the elm allée the front of the Property and has added spaces to the rear of the Property so that
there are fewer parking spaces in the front of the Property.
The proposed buildings with the natural and enhanced screening will maintain the existing
buffers and neighbor hood privacy and will maintain the open field vistas. The sporadic and
per mission required use of the Property by equestrians will be enhanced with additional trails
under the auspices of the Essex County Trail Association and per manent public access. Public
access will be enhanced with the inner trail and parking spaces.
In addition to not disturbing the neighbor hood character, the Project has been designed to
mitigate impacts to the natural environment by avoiding work within wetland resource areas,
work in the flood plain, work on steep slopes and parking away from Waldingfield Road. The
location of the small additions to Phases 1A and 1B are appropriate as they are part of the
existing development areas. Phases 2 and 3 are designed to be outside wetland and treed areas
and are proposed to be attached to the mansion. Phases 2 and 3 buildings and parking are
proposed to be 750-850 feet away from Waldingfield Road.
The mansion will not have a fueling facility and Ora has not and will not request per mission to
store fuel. Any current fossil fuel use will be eliminated. Refuse will be stored inside until removed
commercially. There will be no outside storage of refuse or debris; and there is sufficient parking
for employees and vendors.
ORA’S USE OF THE WALDINGFIELD ROAD PROPERTY
WILL NOT HAVE AN ADVERSE EFFECT ON THE ROADWAY OR THE RESIDENTS.
Some opponents to the Project from Hamilton and Ipswich have suggested that the additional
vehicle trips associated with the Project will have disastrous consequences to the character of
Waldingfield Road and the Town. Ora has listened and has responded in multiple ways to address
those concer ns.
First, there are four (4) conditions affecting the existing and future use of Waldingfield Road.
1.	W aldingfield Road is one of twenty-seven (27) scenic roads in Ipswich. There are nine (9)
or ten (10) single-family houses along the road and presently more than 1645 average
daily trips (ADT), which means the overwhelming majority of the trips are from sightseers
or people using Waldingfield Road as a cut through for any number of purposes, including
going to work. The approved additions at Biolabs and the approved Bruni Residential
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Development on Route 133 will add traffic on Waldingfield Road to the 1645 ADT. In our
opinion, the addition of 240-250 ADT in the future years to the 1645 ADT will not affect the
character or quality of Waldingfield Road.
2.	T here is agreement from the traffic experts, including the Town’s peer reviewer, that the
existing road is structurally sound and equipped to handle existing and future traffic for
the Ora Project. There is no need for any physical improvements to Waldingfield Road to
accommodate vehicles. This is consistent with the small number of reported accidents (5)
over the past five years, which is reflective of the winding and varying slopes and physical
characteristics of the roadway. The projected accident rate for this roadway segment is
1.67 accidents per million vehicle miles traveled (c/mvmt) which is lower than the statewide
(2.36 c/mvmt) average for local urban roads and does not indicate a patter n that needs to
be corrected with engineering changes.
3.	T here is also agreement by the Ora traffic engineer and the Town’s peer reviewer that the
trip generation methodology that forecasts the number of ADT associated with projects and
uses incorporates a five-day work week and does not reflect remote working or work force
changes in 2021 and 2022.
4.	D ecisions with respect to whether the neighborhood would like to adopt traffic calming
measures in the future are within the control of the residents, the Ipswich DPW and the Select
Board. While Ora suggests that the Select Board may reduce the speed on Waldingfield
Road to 20 mph and add signage to alert drivers, it does not believe that the limited traffic
associated with the Project will prompt the need for speed bumps or speed tables, limited
access, one-way travel, or other traffic calming options. These potential traffic “calming”
decisions are appropriately left for the Town and the Waldingfield Road residents.
Second, Ora has taken steps to reduce the size of the Project and to reduce traffic.
1.	O ra initially requested construction of four (4) 14,000 square foot buildings and a 16,000
square foot wellness center for a total of 72,000 new square feet for Phases 2 and 3 in
addition to the 15,000 new square footage associated with Phases 1A and 1B.
2.	B ased upon Ora’s commitment to remote working and evaluation of long-ter m space needs
and commitment to sustainability, contrary to the representation of an opponent, months
ago Ora revised the proposal to 25,000-30,000 square feet of collaboration, innovation
and health facilities for Phases 2 and 3 and requested relief from the 120 parking spaces
required by zoning to 90 spaces.
Third, Ora has taken steps to further reduce average daily trips. The 500 ADT that was included
in the traffic analysis does not reflect the actual usage of the Property’s buildings by a staff that
works off-site primarily and uses the Property for collaborative efforts in clinical work and research.
1.	O ra is committed to limiting daily activity and traffic by restricting parking to 90 spaces. This reflects
the significant remote, off-site work including training, limiting work force days at the Property to
once or twice a week. It also includes off-site alternatives when necessary or appropriate.
2.	O ra is finalizing a lease of 20-30 parking spaces from EBSCO in downtown Ipswich and will
use its shuttle van to bring employees and visitors to the Property. Out of state employees,
technicians, scientists and visitors who fly in to Boston will be transported by shuttle to
reduce traffic.
3.	O ra is committed to per for ming traffic monitoring at the Property to gather infor mation for
planning and mitigation purposes.
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4.	O ra engaged its traffic expert to provide a range of traffic calming options for the
residents and Town to consider, if appropriate, including reducing the speed limit to 20
mph, adding traffic tables (similar to speed bumps); using cobblestone near intersections
to reduce speed at pedestrian crossings and considering one-way restrictions. The traffic
calming options are beyond the control of Ora; however, Ora has agreed to conduct
monitoring of traffic entering and leaving Ora property to assist the Town’s planning
efforts.
With the reduction of work space, the reduction of work days on-site to an average of 2 days
per week, the use of the shuttle van and off-site parking, Ora’s traffic engineer agrees with the
projection of between 240 and 250 ADT associated with the built out uses for Phases 1A, 1B, 2
and 3 based on how Ora intends and expects to operate the facility. The impact of the 240250 ADT can be further reduced by the existing estimated 20-30 ADT. The increase in ADT will
not change the physical condition or character of the roadway or the neighbor hood.
f.

IMPACTS ON THE NATURAL AND BUILT ENVIRONMENT
The proposed work to restore and enhance the 39.9 acres is in har mony with the Great Estate
Bylaw and will not have an adverse impact on the environment or its functions.
The ecological assets of the Property have been identified and analyzed as part of the design.
Lolly Gibson, Ora’s landscape designer, per for med a landscape inventory as part of the
initial design process to establish the baseline for functions and habitat value. The objective
of Ora is to protect the ecological integrity of the estate while increasing opportunities for
public access and enjoyment. These assets include the wester n paddock area, the River front
Area adjacent to the Ipswich River, the for mal gardens, the elm allée leading to the estate
residence, the diversity of plantings and assorted trees. These assets will continue to function
with the sensitive protective design. In fact, the Ora landscape plan will enhance habitat
functions by incorporating native plantings adopting a maintenance plan that includes the
removal of invasive species.
In the past thirty (30) years, Ipswich has seen an increase in residential development and an
increased demand for new house construction on large lots. This is why the project design
and Conservation Restrictions are critical to retaining the physical and visual character of
55 Waldingfield Road and avoiding the eventual development and the subdivision of an
unprotected parcel.
Ora has presented an aggressive sustainability program that will be implemented and
commenced from the very beginning of the Project and which is built into the design, day to
day operation and into the maintenance of the Project site. The sustainability focus includes:
1.	Retaining and restoring existing buildings rather than raze and reconstruct to reduce the
carbon footprint.
2.	Energy retrofit of the existing buildings to reduce carbon with high per for mance
windows, new cooling systems, electric appliances; air tightness improvement.
3.	Renewable energy sources and adaption.
4.	High efficiency water fixtures.
5.	LEED building certification for energy and water efficiencies.
6. Reduce the need for new materials.
7.	100% electric conversion.
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8.	Selection of building materials with less carbon and chemical emissions.
9.	Replacement of invasive species with indigenous and local varieties.
10.	T he reduction and conversion of lawn and tur f to pollinator meadows and plantings.
11.	R ain gardens using only native plants.
The careful design of the Project and the incorporation of sustainability measures, including
renewal energy provisions; conversion of fossil fuel to electric based appliances, heating
and cooling; the protection of the majority of the existing trees; the protection of the for mal
gardens and the limited grading associated with stor mwater and septic designs all point to
reduced impacts on the natural and built environment.
g.	MINIMIZATION OF WATER DEMAND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE BOARD OF WATER
COMMISSIONERS’ WATER USE MITIGATION PROGRAM REGULATIONS
This provision was added to the Special Per mit criteria at the May 2021 Town Meeting and
approved by the Attor ney General in August 2021. Since that time, the Board of Water
Commissioners has analyzed the water consumption and conservation patter ns, but has not
adopted any regulations for Ora to follow other than a payment program.
Ora has discussed its concer n with IRWA that the use of municipal water rather than an onsite well assures the loss of 13%-16% of water due to the admitted leakage in the Ipswich
distribution system. IRWA assures Ora that the leakage will be reduced to the 6% range, which
is still not acceptable, but less dramatic and has led Ora to further discussions and agreement
to continue to use municipal water following the initial phases. Ora does not believe that any
increased water use will be triggered until the completion of Phase 1B and will participate in
the Water Use Management Program with the Town and with IRWA’s guidance.
Despite the absence of specific regulations with set off criteria, the Project again leads the
way for innovative ways to reduce consumption and increase infiltration and conservation. The
Project includes the following measures to conserve water and minimize water use that Ora
has shared with IRWA, resulting in a retur n of at least 85% of consumed water back into the
groundwater feeding the water source aquifers.
1.	The most important water conservation measure is the commitment to natural swales,
meadows and plantings rather than the manicured or tur f lawns and grasses.
2. No irrigation system.
3. High efficiency water fixtures and MEP systems will be used.
4. Town water and septic systems will recharge the aquifer.
5. Draught tolerant and “deer resistant” plantings will be used.
6. Per maculture strategies – ber ms and swales are used to slow flow of water.
7. Support natural water filtration to the Ipswich River.
8. Protect natural features and preserve open space.
9. Water harvesting by catching and storing rain water for non-potable use.
10. The reduction of lawn and increase in naturalized meadow.
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COMPLIANCE WITH SITE PLAN CRITERIA OF PLANNING BOARD
SIGHT PLAN CRITERIA

a. Traffic Circulation and Access
b. Pedestrian Safety and Access
c. O ff Street Parking and Loading in Compliance with the Bylaw
d. Emergency Vehicle Access
e. Stormwater Drainage Based Upon a Professional Emergency
f.	
Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Adequate to Support the Intended Uses
g. S creening, Including the Use of Natural Land Features, Plantings and Erosion Control
h. P rotection and Preservation of Existing Natural Features and Vistas
i.

Signage and Exterior Lighting

j.

Visual Impact of Parking, Storage or Other Outdoor Swale Areas

k.	
C onsistency with Character and Scale of Surrounding Buildings
l.	Energy, Water and Resource Efficient Design, such as Appropriate Building creation,
Landscape Design, Use of Solar or Other Energy Collection Apparatuses, Electric Vehicle
Recharging Stations, LED Light Fixtures and Use of Resource Efficient Materials and Energy
and Water Efficient Systems
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a. TRAFFIC CIRCULATION AND ACCESS
	A new entry will be created with safety in mind and to take advantage of better sightlines.
Inter nal traffic circulation is organized along the existing driveway leading past the bar n
and guest house toward the estate residence. The drive will be increased to the appropriate
width. Parking is provided at Phase 1A, 1B, 2 and 3 as required, with a requested reduction of
30 spaces based upon the remote work model employed by Ora. Parking has been reduced
along the allée to preserve open space views The majority of parking will be to the rear of the
Property. Parking will be screened.
b. PEDESTRIAN SAFETY AND ACCESS
	Waldingfield Road is accessible for pedestrians in the neighbor hood and there is no need,
according to the Town’s traffic peer reviewer, for any physical changes to the road as a result
of the Project.
	Pedestrian safety and access have been addressed inter nally and exter nally. On-site
pedestrians have access to buildings from the grounds. In addition, a looped one-mile trail
has been designed around the perimeter of the Property for public recreational walking and
equestrian use. The public access is enhanced with the addition of five (5) parking spaces.
Exter nal safety is enhanced with an accessible walking trail along the entirety (inside of the
stone wall) of the Waldingfield Road boundary to allow a safe alter native to walking along
55 Waldingfield Road.
c.	O FF STREET PARKING AND LOADING IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE BYLAW
	There is sufficient area for all parking and loading to take place on the Property. No parking
or loading will take place on Waldingfield Road. With per mission from the Planning Board to
reduce the parking by 30 spaces, Parking and loading are will otherwise be in compliance
with the Bylaw.
d. EMERGENCY VEHICLE ACCESS
	The Property has sufficient access for emergency vehicles to enter the premises and to access
the buildings.
e.	S TORMWATER DRAINAGE BASED UPON A PROFESSIONAL EMERGENCY REPORT, UTILIZING ONSITE ABSORPTION AND LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT INTEGRATED STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES WHEREVER PRACTICAL
	Ora submitted two (2) separate stor mwater management plans, reviewed by Bob Puff on
behalf of the Town including soil borings, inventorying and identifying the watershed areas
and catchments, utilizing existing landscape and contours, calculating the stor mwater
generated by stor m events, designing rain gardens to collect and treat stor mwater and
meeting the nine (9) MassDEP regulatory stor mwater standards. In addition to the rain
gardens, the design includes swales, infiltration trenches and low impact development to
maximize stor mwater infiltration into the groundwater. The stor mwater management program
peer review is nearly complete and has not raised any logistical items that cannot be
addressed with the soils encountered on-site. The stor mwater management plans and peer
reviews are on file.
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f. WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT THE INTENDED USES
	Ora has designed the Project with the goal of sustainability, low impact development,
stor mwater infiltration and water conservation. Water consumption will be reduced with low
flow fixtures in the renovated and new buildings, rain barrels for water harvesting and the
absence of irrigation, except during the initial plantings. Ora’s domestic water source was
intended to be a well due to the 13%-16% loss of water with the municipal water system;
however, Ora initially will now use municipal water and recharge it to the ground.
	Ipswich’s interim water use mitigation program (WUMP) was adopted in October 2020 with
three (3) objectives and requirements.
	First, the program established a fee for certain residential and non-residential projects to
collect monies to fund water saving projects. Second, the program set a goal to develop
regulations and guidelines to fund improvements to the public water system to increase
capacity. The regulations have not been promulgated yet. Third, the program set an
enforcement goal to deny domestic water source and sprinkler tie-ins until the Town
Plumbing Inspector verifies that the Project is in compliance with the WUMP requirements.
	With respect to the WUMP fee, the payment owed is $13.50/gpd as deter mined by T itle 5.
Ora has agreed that it will pay the Town the WUMP fee prior to the occupancy or municipal
water tie-in for each Phase.
	In lieu of the payment into the WUMP fund, the Water Department will consider equivalent
work per for med to reduce distribution loss from the municipal system.
	Ora has a current septic system for existing conditions and will construct a new septic
system for Phases 1B, 2 and 3.
g.	SCREENING, INCLUDING THE USE OF NATURAL LAND FEATURES, PLANTINGS AND EROSION CONTROL
	Ora has provided screening for all parking areas and has used the existing mansion and
existing trees to screen Phases 2 and Phase 3 buildings. Ora presented a proposed view
of the new buildings with the limited winter canopy to demonstrate the screening of the
buildings.
h. PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION OF EXISTING NATURAL FEATURES AND VISTAS
	55 Waldingfield Road’s existing natural features include the open pasture to the west,
a smaller pasture to the east adjacent to existing buildings, historic for mal gardens,
meadows, a tree line and River front Area associated with the Ipswich River. These natural
features will not be disturbed by the limited additions to the bar n, carriage house and
estate residence. The wester n paddock will be placed in a per manent Conservation
Restriction and the Phase 1A and 1B bar n, addition, carriage house addition and far m
house restoration and conversion to the guest house have been located purposefully in the
area of existing buildings to avoid intrusions into vistas. Parking associated with Phases 1A
and 1B will be heavily screened to reduce visual impacts.
	Phases 2 and 3 are located 850 feet away from Waldingfield Road in an area that is barely
visible and will not require tree clearing or significant grading. A proposed rendering of the
Phase 2 and 3 buildings during winter conditions confir med that the existing landscape acts
as a buffer even without flowering trees. Parking is also screened for spots not under the
building.
	Finally, more than 24.8 acres of the 39.9 acres will be included in a per manent
Conservation Restriction (62%).
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i. SIGNAGE AND EXTERIOR LIGHTING
	The exterior signage associated with the Project will be limited to simple identification of Ora
and the street address. Interior signage, if any, will meet the Bylaw requirements. Exterior
lighting plans will be LED, full cut-off and Dark Sky approved and has been presented to the
Design Review Board and approved unanimously. As noted on the proposed findings, any
moonlighting for the allée or changes will require Design Review Board approval.
j. VISUAL IMPACT OF PARKING, STORAGE OR OTHER OUTDOOR SWALE AREAS
	As noted throughout the presentations, a comprehensive landscaping program has been
proposed that will screen parking areas. The existing outdoor areas associated with the bar n,
carriage house and estate residence will be retained and protected. (See Site Plan.)
k. CONSISTENCY WITH CHARACTER AND SCALE OF SURROUNDING BUILDINGS
	Once again, Ora’s design reflects a commitment to renovation and rehabilitation and additions
to existing buildings without the same scale, height, architecture and exterior features. The twostory barn will be expanded by 5,000 square feet and remain at two (2) stories. The additions to
the estate residence will be complimentary to the estate building style.
l.	ENERGY, WATER AND RESOURCE EFFICIENT DESIGN, SUCH AS APPROPRIATE BUILDING
CREATION, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, USE OF SOLAR OR OTHER ENERGY COLLECTION APPARATUSES,
ELECTRIC VEHICLE RECHARGING STATIONS, LED LIGHT FIXTURES AND USE OF RESOURCE
EFFICIENT MATERIALS AND ENERGY AND WATER EFFICIENT SYSTEMS.
	Ora has committed itself to a sustainable Project early in the design and per mitting process.
Ora retained Linnean Solutions, a leader in environmentally responsible design and the
Project includes the following energy conservation measures:
1.	Retaining and restoring existing buildings rather than raze and reconstruct to reduce
the carbon footprint.
2.	Energy retrofit of the existing buildings to reduce carbon with high per for mance
windows, new cooling systems, electric appliances; air tightness improvement.
3. Renewable energy sources and adaption.
4 High efficiency water fixtures.
5. LEED building certification for energy and water efficiencies.
6. Reduce the need for new materials.
7. 100% electric conversion.
8. Selection of building materials with less carbon and chemical emissions.
9. Replacement of invasive species with indigenous and local varieties.
10.	T he reduction of lawn and tur f and increase in naturalized meadow and plantings.
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EXH I B I T 6 d | PHASE 1A ELEVATIONS

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 7 a | PHASE 1B FLOOR PLANS

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 7 b | PHASE 1B ELEVATIONS

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 7 c | ENTRY VIEW

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 7 d | ORIGINAL ENTRY VIEW

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 7 e | VIEW OF BARN

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 8 a | PHASE 2 & 3 LEVEL 1 FLOOR PLAN

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 8 b | PHASE 2 & 3 LEVEL 2 FLOOR PLAN

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 8 c | PHASE 2 & 3 LEVEL 3 FLOOR PLAN

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 8 d | PHASE 2 & 3 ELEVATIONS

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 8 e | PHASE 2 & 3 ELEVATIONS

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 8 f

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

| VIEW FROM WALDINGFIELD

EXH I B I T 8 g | VIEW FROM WALDINGFIELD

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

EXH I B I T 9

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D
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RESERVED
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(R7-8)
(R7-8)

VAN

ACCESSIBLE

RESERVED
PARKING

(R7-8a)

#55
WALDINGFIELD
ROAD
Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

CL

CL

NOTE:
1.
THE PEASTONE STABILIZER SHALL APPLY TO ALL PEASTONE AREAS
2.
THE GEOGRID SHALL BE CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING FIRE APPARATUS
AND ALL TRUCK TRAFFIC LOADS AT THE SITE. H-20 MINIMUM LOADING

PARCEL ID
MAP 62, LOT 14

B

B

SECTION B-B
A

A

* 8'-0" ACCESS AISLE ADJACENT TO VAN SPACE
** SIGN FOR VAN SPACE TO READ "VAN ACCESSIBLE" BELOW DOUBLE
ARROW AT BOTTOM.
NOTES:
1. R7-8 SIGNS SHALL BE MOUNTED AT A HEIGHT OF NO LESS THAN 5
FEET AND NOT MORE THAN 8 FEET TO THE TOP OF THE SIGN.
2. REFER TO SHEET C-1 FOR LOCATION AND LAYOUT OF ACCESSIBLE
PARKING SPACES AND ASSOCIATED SIDEWALKS / RAMPS.

ADA REQUIREMENTS:
1. WALKS SHALL NOT EXCEED 5% SLOPE.
2. WALKS CROSS SLOPE SHALL NOT EXCEED 2%.
3. HANDICAP SPACES SHALL NOT EXCEED 2% IN ANY DIRECTION

SECTION A-A

PLAN

ORA, INC.
300 Brickstone Square
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
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GRANULAR WELL GRADED SOIL/AGGREGATE MIXTURES, <35% FINES. COMPACT IN 6" LIFTS
TO 95% PROCTOR DENSITY. SEE THE TABLE OF ACCEPTABLE FILL MATERIALS

SC-310 CHAMBER
CHAMBERS SHALL MEET ASTM F 2418-09 "STANDARD SPECIFICATION FOR
POLYPROPYLENE (PP) CORRUGATED WALL STORMWATER COLLECTION CHAMBERS".

PAVEMENT
3/4" - 2" (19 mm - 51 mm) CLEAN, CRUSHED, ANGULAR STONE

D
C
AASHTO M288 CLASS 2
NON-WOVEN GEOTEXTILE

FOR UNPAVED INSTALLATION WHERE
RUTTING FROM VEHICLES MAY OCCUR,
INCREASE COVER TO 24" [610 mm] MINIMUM.

6"

18" [457 mm]
MIN.

96" [2438 mm]
MAX.

B
16" [406 mm]

A

DETAILS
DEPTH TO BE DETERMINED
BY DESIGN ENGINEER

SC-310 ENDCAP
6" [152 mm] MIN.

34"
[864 mm]

12" [305 mm] MIN.

NOTE:
1.
THE PEASTONE STABILIZER SHALL APPLY TO ALL PEASTONE AREAS
2.
THE GEOGRID SHALL BE CAPABLE OF SUPPORTING FIRE APPARATUS
AND ALL TRUCK TRAFFIC LOADS AT THE SITE. H-20 MINIMUM LOADING

DESIGN ENGINEER RESPONSIBLE FOR ENSURING THE REQUIRED
BEARING CAPACITY OF SUBGRADE SOILS
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* 8'-0" ACCESS AISLE ADJACENT TO VAN SPACE
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ARROW AT BOTTOM.
NOTES:
1. R7-8 SIGNS SHALL BE MOUNTED AT A HEIGHT OF NO LESS THAN 5
FEET AND NOT MORE THAN 8 FEET TO THE TOP OF THE SIGN.
2. REFER TO SHEET C-1 FOR LOCATION AND LAYOUT OF ACCESSIBLE
PARKING SPACES AND ASSOCIATED SIDEWALKS / RAMPS.
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Andover, Massachusetts 01810
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APPARATUS AND ALL TRUCK TRAFFIC LOADS AT THE
SITE. H-20 MINIMUM LOADING
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TO 95% PROCTOR DENSITY. SEE THE TABLE OF ACCEPTABLE FILL MATERIALS

SC-740 CHAMBER
CHAMBERS SHALL MEET ASTM F 2418-09 "STANDARD SPECIFICATION FOR
POLYPROPYLENE (PP) CORRUGATED WALL STORMWATER COLLECTION CHAMBERS".

FIN. GRADE BELOW DECK = 58.0
PAVEMENT
3/4" - 2" (19 mm - 51 mm) CLEAN, CRUSHED, ANGULAR STONE

D
C

FOR UNPAVED INSTALLATION WHERE
RUTTING FROM VEHICLES MAY OCCUR,
INCREASE COVER TO 24" [610 mm] MINIMUM.

6"

18" [457 mm]
MIN.

96" [2438 mm]
MAX.

B
AASHTO M288 CLASS 2 NON-WOVEN GEOTEXTILE
30" [762 mm]

96" [2438 mm]
MAX.

A

SC-740 ENDCAP
6" [152 mm] MIN.

44.6"
[1133 mm]

12" [305 mm] MIN.

DETAILS
DESIGN ENGINEER RESPONSIBLE FOR ENSURING THE REQUIRED
BEARING CAPACITY OF SUBGRADE SOILS
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P L A N T I N G PLAN

Ora at Wal di n g f i e l d G EP D

'Emerald Blue'
'Snowflake'

Native Smooth Hydrangea
Inkberry
Elderberry

15 Hydrangea arborescens
15 Ilex glabra
9 Sambucus canadensis

SWALE MEADOW
26,650 S.F. lawn to be converted to pollinator meadow of native perennials.

Dwarf Fothergilla
Vernal Witchhazel

Sweetfern

English Lavender (border)
Summersweet

15 Fothergilla gardenii
6 Hamamelis vernalis

9 Comptonia peregrina

'Munstead'

Cover plant and food source for small birds.
Larval host for butterflies, fruit for birds and wildlife, nesting site,
suckering plant good for erosion control.

Cover plant for small birds.

Nectar source for bees.
Early season pollen an dnectar for bees on warm days. Nesting
site for small birds.

Larval plant for butterflies. Mi'kmaq used leaves to treat poison
ivy. Good erosion control plant.

Nectar for butterflies and bees.
Nectar plant for hummingbirds and butterflies

Erosion Control
Erosion Control

Nectar for butterflies.
Larval host for Baltimore Checkerspot Butterfly
Nectar for butterflies.
Nectar for hummingbirds and butterflies
Nectar for butterflies.

Nectar source for hummingbirds and butterflies.
Larval host for Monarch Butterflies and nectar for
butterflies/Monarch Butterflies lay eggs only on Asclepias.

Nectar source and larval food source for butterflies and
hummingbirds; milky sap deters predation by deer.

Larval host for Baltimore Checkerspot Butterfly
Nectar and larval host for butterflies.
Nectar for hummingbirds and butterflies
Larval host for butterflies

Larval host for Columbia Silk Moth/Berrs for birds, erosion control
Larval host for butterflies, fruit for birds and wildlife, nesting site,
suckering plant good for erosion control.

Larval host for spicebush swallowtail butterflies, tea can be made
of fruit.

Suckering plant colonizes on slopes providing bank stabilization/
provides cover for birds and small animals. Nectar plant for
butterflies and native bees.

|

RAIN GARDEN SURROUND
104 Lavandula angustifolia
15 Clethra alnifolia

36 Phlox subulata
36 Phlox subulata

Blue Moss Phlox
White Moxx Phlox

Stiff Leaved Aster
White Turtlehead
Threadleaf coreopsis
Blue Flag Iris
Dwarf Gayfeather

36
150
36
154
36

Aster linarifolius
Chelone glabra
Coreopsis verticillata
Iris versicolor
Liatris microcephala

Eastern Red Columbine
Common Milkweed

36 Aquilegia canadensis
36 Asclepias syriaca

White Turtlehead
Joe Pye Weed
Blue Flat Iris
Little Blue Stem
Blue Star

COURTYARD RAIN GARDEN

HERBACEOUS PLANTS
Chelone glabra
Eupatorium maculatum
Iris versicolor
Schizachyrium scoparium
36 Amsonia hubrichtii

135
52
125
534

Northern Bayberry
Elderberry

20 Myrica pensylvanica
25 Sambucus canadensis

Sweetspire

Sweetshrub

'Henry's Garnet'

Nectar plant for bees, fruits are winter food source for birds.
Nectar plant for hummingbirds and butterflies
Cover plant and food source for small birds.
Berries are a late winter food source for birds; Cover and nesting
site for small birds. Larval host and nectar source for some
butterflies. Nectar source for bees.

Nectar for native bees

Canadian Windflower

Chokeberry
Summersweet
Inkberry
Winterberry

Nectar for butterflies, food for people and birds

Nectar and food source for bees and people, butterflies and birds.

Nectar and food source for bees and people, nesting site for birds.

Nectar and food source for bees and people, nesting site for birds.

Early season nectar for bees.
Nectar plant for moths, seeds for birds.
Larval host for Columbia Silk Moth/Berrs for birds, erosion control
Winter shelter and spring nesting site for birds. Food for birds,
Nectar for native bees
Larval host for Mourning Cloak Butterflies

Fruit for birds, larval host and nectar source for butterflies.
Food source for small birds.

Kieffer Pear

Reliance Peach

Honeycrisp Apple

Gala Apple

Native Mountain Andromeda
Sweetbay
Northern Barberry
Western Arborvitae
American Linden
Princeton Elm

47 Lindera benzoin

28 Itea virginica

18
17
24
45

BARN RAIN GARDEN
SHRUBS
Aronia arbutifolia
Clethra alnifolia
Ilex glabra
Ilex verticillata

'Kieffer'

'Reliance'

4 Prunus persica
3 Pyrus communis
HERBACEOUS PLANTS
120 Anemone canadensis

'Honeycrisp'

4 Malus domestica

'Princeton'

'Green Giant'

'Gala'

Pieris floribunda
Magnolia virginiana
Myrica pensylvanica
Thuja plicataNATIVE TO WEST COAST
Tilia Americana
Ulmus americana
FRUIT

4 Malus

5
2
11
32
6
5

BARN AND FARMHOUSE AREA
TREES AND SHRUBS
3 Amelanchier canadensis
30 Ilex glabra
Serviceberry
Dwarf Inkberry

Erosion control.

Myrtle

'Glenform'
'Gem Box'

Seeds for birds and small mammals.
Nesting site for small birds, nectar source for bees
Nectar and larval plant for butterflies.
Nectar and larval plant for butterflies.

Magnolia Elizabeth
Sourwood
Rosebay Rhododendron
Catawba Rhododendron

Magnolia acuminata
Oxydendrum arboreum
Rhododendron maximum
Rhododendron catawbiense
GROUNDCOVERS
500 Vinca minor

3
1
16
16

Nectar for hummingbirds/Cover for birds/host for tiger and
spicebush swallowtail butterflies

Tulip Tree

Nectar for bees, butterflies, and hummingbirds
Late season pollen and nectar plant for bees, nesting site for small
birds

3 Liriodendron tulipifera

Common Name

Bottlebrush Buckeye
Witchhazel

'Elizabeth'

Cultivar

TREES AND SHRUBS
7 Aesculus parviflora
9 Hamamelis virginiana

MAIN HOUSE

NATIVE PLANTS ARE IN GREEN
Qty Botanical Name
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APPENDIX 2
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WRITTEN EXHIBIT 1 | HANCOCK PROPERTY AREA LETTER
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WRITTEN EXHIBIT 2 | IPSWICH HISTORIC COMMISSION LETTERS
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WRITTEN EXHIBIT 3 | IPSWICH HISTORIC COMMISSION LETTERS
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WRITTEN EXHIBIT 4 |OLSON LEWIS + ARCHITECTS BUILDING AREA LETTER
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